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Project Description  
A few years ago, my organization launched a new, discrete Community Engagement department and placed me at the 
helm.  One of the first programs I was assigned to launch was our Center Without Boundaries program – aka community 
partnerships.  Center Without Boundaries establishes civic partnerships with local non-arts organizations working in 
communities we want to engage and helps them address their specific goals.   “Where do we start?” was a common first 
question from colleagues and board members.  I decided to focus in two areas:  organizations in the health services sector 
and organizations primarily serving the Hispanic community in our County.  (currently constitutes 34% of our County’s 
population and largely underserved) 
 
By noting some of the health services organizations with whom we shared board members, Alzheimer’s Orange County 
came to my attention.  Knowing what benefits the arts can provide individuals living in various stages of dementia and 
Alzheimer’s, I requested a meeting with the CEO of the organization.  We discussed at length the goals of his 
organization and found many ways that we, as an arts organization, could support and deepen the impact of the work they 
were doing.  That was the beginning of our partnership work with Alzheimer’s Orange County. 



 
 
Organization Description 
Segerstrom Center for the Arts is an acclaimed arts institution as well as a beautiful multi-disciplinary cultural campus. It 
is committed to supporting artistic excellence, offering unsurpassed experiences and to engaging the entire community in 
new and exciting ways through the unique power of live performance and a diverse array of inspiring arts-based education 
and community engagement programs.  
 
Previously called the Orange County Performing Arts Center, Segerstrom Center is Orange County’s largest non-profit 
arts organization. In addition to its six performance venues, Segerstrom Center is also home to the American Ballet 
Theatre William J. Gillespie School.  
 
The Center presents a broad range of programming for audiences of all ages, including international ballet and dance, 
national tours of top Broadway shows, jazz and cabaret, contemporary artists, classical music performed by renowned 
chamber orchestras and ensembles, family-friendly programming, and over thirty weekends of free performances open to 
the public from outdoor movie screenings to dancing on the plaza and many other community celebrations.  
 
Segerstrom Center is a leader among the nation’s performing arts centers for providing community engagement and 
education programs designed to inspire young people through the arts. The Center’s education programs reach hundreds 
of thousands of students each year in five Southern California counties. Community engagement programs supported by 
the Center for Dance and Innovation, Center Without Boundaries and by events on the Juliane and George Argyros Plaza 
connect the Center more comprehensively with Orange County’s many diverse communities. The CDI supports flagship 
artistic programming and a wide range of projects that celebrate innovation, nurture creativity and engage audiences of the 
future. It is home to the School of Dance and Music for Children with Disabilities. The Center Without Boundaries 
develops partnerships with non-arts organizations to help them in their own efforts to respond to the ever-changing needs 
of the community. 
 
Community Partner Description 
Over 84,000 people in Orange County are affected by Alzheimer’s.  Since 1982, Alzheimer’s Orange County has been 
Orange County’s center for Alzheimer’s resources. They are dedicated to providing quality care and support services to 
the thousands of residents of Orange County who are affected by Alzheimer’s disease or other related dementia, and also 
partnering with local researchers to populate clinical trials to help find a cure. 

Their mission: To provide hands-on care and support, information, referrals, education and resources for families in 
Orange County and surrounding areas who experience memory loss, Alzheimer’s and other dementias, while advancing 
critical research for a cure. 



 
History/Description of the Pre-Project Partnership 
After meeting with their CEO, I sat down with their VP of Programs (and related staff) with my team and together we 
identified two specific goals that our work together was to address: 
- To improve the quality of life for those living with Alzheimer’s and related dementias  
- To increase socialization for their beneficiaries 

 
With those two specific goals in mind, we developed a series of workshops based on the concept of “Brain Dance” which 
uses neuro-developmental movements that are important for cerebellar function, balance, memory and accessing 
language.  We added voice to the mix and knew that the experience would not only be FUN and social for the 
participants, but would provide benefits far beyond that.  One other important detail to note is that participants in these 
workshops participate with their caregivers or family members.  They work in pairs.  This allows their caregivers to not 
only benefit from the work as well (self-care being so important for caregivers of individuals with memory impairment) 
but to possibly apply some of the movements learned to home therapies or exercises. 
 
Evaluation 
Our pilot program was just four workshops (once a week) per the recommendation of the AlzOC program staff.  They also 
requested that the workshops happen in their facilities because their beneficiaries felt more comfortable in those spaces.  
When we completed our first four workshops we handed out an assessment to see how we were doing against our two 
goals.  This graph shows you the results of our very first assessment: 

 
 
The results told us some very interesting things which informed where the work was going to head.  First of all it told us 
we were doing well against our two goals.  Granted it’s a small sample size, but 100% of them said they felt happier 
throughout the day after their participation and 100% said they enjoyed being part of a group.  Great!  But then something 
really stood out to us when we saw the data regarding practicing what they had learned outside of the workshops.  We 
never expected or prompted them to practice anything but the fact that 62.5% of respondents shared that they practiced the 
movements three or more times in a week was pretty shocking to us.  That told us that they were eager to have tools like 
this at home and it inspired us to develop some significant resources expressly for the purposes of continuing to support 
them outside of our workshops.   
 



 
 
Relationships Maintenance Plan / Activities 
It has now been two years and this community partnership has continued to develop and flourish over time.  In these two 
years we have delivered 48 workshops, 6 drum circles, presented at conferences on our work together, provided venue 
space for AlzOC for lectures/symposiums, directly served 670 people to date and developed programs in English and in 
Spanish to better serve our community. 
 
Our assessments continue to show us really strong results.  This is where we are cumulatively over the two years across 
both English and Spanish workshops: 
 

 
 

To this day we still have a 100% response rate against our two, core goals for the partnership.  We meet on an annual 
basis to review how the partnership is working, to reassess our goals and learn more about where they are heading as an 



institution.  At this annual check in I give them a partnership assessment form to see how we are doing in areas like 
communication, collaboration and awareness of our partnership at executive and Board level.  I want to ensure that the 
strong work we are doing isn’t a well-kept secret within just one department.  I also write a letter on an annual basis to 
their CEO detailing how the work is going, sharing some impact measurement data and highlighting how much we are 
spending on this partnership.  If I was a donor donating that much money they would pay a lot more attention to me.  I 
don’t see why we shouldn’t share that information when we commit not only staff resources but financial resources to our 
work.  This effort has resulted in a letter back from the AlzOC CEO to my President and copying Board members to share 
his appreciation and enthusiasm for our partnership.  He calls it the “gold standard” for community partnerships. 
 
In terms of something we learned accidentally, as I mentioned earlier the assessments we give out each quarter continued 
to reveal how often our participants were practicing the movements they are learning with us.  That lead us to develop a 
pretty cool resource for them.  We created a series of short videos that give viewers very specific tools to do this work at 
home with their caregivers.  The emphasis was easy, quick and practical tools.  We produced and launched the video 
series not too long ago and participants are starting to tell us they are using them when they are at home and they need that 
beneficial stimulation.  Check out the video series here or go to YouTube and type in “segerstrom center alzheimers” and 
you can see the series. [URL is https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tpfJR_rw1Bk&list=PL3gK9a9BReOYCN--Rs5dRV-
yji2A7wHRJ] 

 
What could be improved next time 
When I reflect on what could be improved going forward, I think about how I can work more to have ongoing 
conversations directly with the CEO on how we could better work across the organization to deepen the impact of our 
work.  One example is we hosted a symposium in one of our venues in the first year of our partnership but have not done 
so since.  This was a gathering of medical professionals and families impacted by this disease and it provided nice 
visibility in the community for our work together.  These types of convenings are lead within AlzOC by a different 
department than the one with which we primarily work and so therefore it is a little harder to coordinate without being 
intentional about it. 
 
Lessons learned for effective engagement 
As I mentioned above, I found in the first year of our partnership that our work together was a bit of a ‘well-kept secret’ 
within the one department with which we were working.  I found it impactful and beneficial to engage directly with the 
CEO again to update him on the progress of our work.  That helped bring it up to a higher level of visibility.  Another 
thing we learned over time (and I believe AlzOC would share in this ‘discovery’), was that their beneficiaries enjoyed 
being invited to Segerstrom Center to participate in programs here, enjoy tours and experience free events out on our new 
plaza.  Initially that didn’t happen for two reasons:  1) AlzOC staff expressed concern that getting here would be hard and 
possibly stressful for their beneficiaries and 2) We were committed to bringing this “Center Without Boundaries” program 
beyond the walls of our organization.  However, over time, we both learned that with trust building over time, our friends 
were ready and eager to come to our venue and enjoy the space as well.  They have since done so (we had a drumming 
circle here for them and a private tour for them) and both went over very well!  AlzOC staff said, “Maybe we were too 
nervous for them – this is a good reminder that our families can do lots of things without it being too stressful for them.”  
One participant wrote to us, “You just don’t know how much your programs mean to me and my husband.  Being able to 
attend the Segerstrom cultural events (and workshops) is our lifeline.  We would be lost without you.” 
 



 
Segerstrom Center staff from various 
departments wore blue to work one day to 
participate in a social media post 
promoting and supporting AlzOC in their 
#GoBlueOC campaign.  We will not only 
do it again this year, we are turning (the 
lights in) our fountain blue and posting on 
social media to kick off “Alzheimer’s 
Awareness Month” for the month of 
September. 
 


